The purpose of this paper is to investigate the intraday pattern of trading activity, liquidity and return volatility in the emerging Tunisian Stock Market (TSE) which is an order-driven market using intraday data covering the period October 2008 to June 2009. To achieve this objective, we have applied two methods: the temporal analysis that consists to estimate a dichotomy model for each variable by following the methodological approach of Vo (2007) and the second method is to apply the spectrum analysis by using the Fourier Transform fast (FFT). The results have shown that all identified variables are characterized by notable seasonality justified the rejection of the hypothesis of constancy (H 0 ). Both methods have shown the existence a seasonal pattern in U. The reason considered to justify this intraday behavior is the crucial role played by the problem of adverse selection especially between the two dimensions of liquidity: the spread and depth at the best limit. It should also be noted the effect of inventory management on the optimal allocation of the portfolio.
Introduction
Intraday pattern in stock markets has attracted much research attention. This importance is due to the existence of intraday regularities in stock market that contests the Efficient Markets Hypothesis. To analyze this anomaly, we are forced to focus on the causes generating this behavior. The understanding of these causes has a significant interest in the microstructure theory in order to study the market reaction and the trading activity. Indeed, the obtaining of an efficient market is difficult in this situation since the arrival of new information generates abnormal micro-structural pattern called the "Intraday pattern". In this context, the researchers have tried to explain the sources of this anomaly by concentrating on the effect of information on strategies for insider trading and uninformed trading during the day.This anomaly may affect the market equilibrium. However, each investor wants to maximize his utility. This objective is legitimate but the question is how to achieve that? We are facing an enigma difficult to solve because the informed investors involved in the market take advantage of their private information when the uninformed intervene cautiously for the liquidity needs. Indeed, the strategic behavior of each investor depends on his position in the market. The literature of microstructure has focused on both types of information to explain behavior of intraday stock market. Public information comes on the market in the form "news". Degennaro and Shrieves (1997) have examined the importance of news in explaining the trading strategies of the investors and especially the market volatility. They divided the news into three categories based on Reuters: the macroeconomic news, the economic policies news and the news on interest rates. Cheung and Kwan (1992) presented an exhaustive literature review that focuses on the public information flow on the stock market. Kalev et al (2004) have used specific categories of news to companies listed on ASX as the announcement of results, dividends, changes in shareholding, the capital increase, the change of CEO, reports of accountants. According to Edmonds and Kutan (2002) , most studies have examined the importance of public information by claiming that such information was not significant in explaining the variation of stock returns. This insufficiency in the role of public information obliged the researchers of the microstructure theory to examine the impact of public information by using the trading volume as a latent variable. Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) justified this theoretical approach by the fact that when public information is disseminated on the stock market, this information is unobservable by investors but motivate them to make transactions purchase or sale, and especially to achieve an optimal allocation of resources in spite of its randomness. Moreover, it is unevenly distributed and interpreted differently. Researchers have identified the role played by the transactions numbers, turnover and news as explicit variables representing the implicit public information. The use of such variables was justified also by Clark (1973) , Tauchen and Pitts (1983) , Anderson (1996) . This focus coincides with two theoretical explanations based mainly on information: the MDH (The mixture of distribution hypothesis) and SIAH (the sequential information arrival hypothesis).
However, we must not focus only on public information but also on private information. This concept has represented, according to several analysts, the source of the problem of adverse selection in the stock market. Madhavan et al (1997) reported that the information flow and transactions frictions represented the factors explaining the intraday volatility and liquidity. While Admati and Pfleider (1988) and Foster and Viswanathan (1990) attributed the difference in transaction activity, liquidity and volatility to the ability of investors to benefit from their private information. Indeed, take advantage of this information is beneficial for informed investors "the insiders" while the possession of private information is considered by the uninformed investors 'liquidity traders' as information risk. According to the theory of asymmetric information, informed investors have private information on the value of quoted companies. This information would put them in a favorable position than other investors. Brockman and Chung (2001) have argued that the presence of insiders can reduce market liquidity since these informed investors profit from the private information by including it implicitly in stock prices through their trading activities. This requires the informed investors to respond to this informational disadvantage by reducing trading activity. But, the problem is aggravated when the uninformed investors accept this situation and remaining on the market as followers. Indeed, Pfleider (1988.1989) have proposed, through their theoretical model, a solution that uninformed investors must do their transactions together to minimize monopolistic position of insiders. The strategy of uninformed investors consists to limit their losses by a large proportion with insiders. In addition, if a great part of transaction is realized in the interior of trading day and not at the start or the end of day, the needs liquidity may reduce the insider-information risk. But the adoption of this strategy does not hide many threats which can meet the uninformed because the risk of loss of wealth is very important particularly in the presence of opportunistic insiders who take advantage of their private information.
In this study, we use two methods to achieve our objective: the temporal analysis that consists to estimate a dichotomy model for each variable by following the Vo (2007) methodology and the second method is to apply the spectrum analysis by using the Fourier Transform Fast (FFT). Our objective is to examine the intraday behavior of trading activity, return volatility and market liquidity on the Tunisian stock market in order to see if it has similar intraday patterns observed in other markets. Our empirical investigation is founded on a sample covering, in intraday frequency, 38 stocks continuously quoted on the TSE for the period (October 2008 -June 2009 ). Many questions have been asked leading to reasonable solutions allowing the comprehension of that irregularity: Why does that anomaly exist? What are the causes generating the intraday pattern? Does the shape of the pattern differ from one market to another? Does the existing pattern depend essentially on the periodicities of the information flow? The main finding observed is that both methods have shown the existence of seasonal pattern in U in Tunisian stock maeket. The reason defined to justify this intraday behavior is the crucial role played by the problem of adverse selection especially between the two dimensions of liquidity: the spread and depth at the best limit. It should also be noted the effect of inventory management on the optimal allocation of the portfolio. This present study also contributes to the related literature in several ways. To the best of our knowledge, our research is the first study that investigated the anomaly of seasonality on the Tunisian stock market after the promulgation of financial security information law since 2005 by the Financial Market Council. Second, we have used another dimension measuring liquidity. It is "the depth at the best limit". This variable is not used in any study on the Tunisian stock market to investigate the anomaly of seasonality. The unexploited of depth does not give a clear idea on the behavior of intraday liquidity.Third, the Fourier Transform fast (FFT) algorithm have never been employed in order to examine the seasonality in the Tunisian context. At last, we noted that a small number of empirical studies have focused on emerging stock markets particularly in countries of Middle East and North Africa(MENA). Major previous studies concentrated on developed stock markets.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on the relationship between information and intraday pattern. Section 3 provides the theoretical explanation of intraday seasonnality. Section 4 describes the Tunisia stock market, data used and presents the definition of variables of trading activity, return volatility and liquidity. The section 5 presents the methodology used in the paper and the main findings. The paper concludes by summarizing the main conclusions
The Relationship between Information and Intraday Pattern in Literature
The answer to these questions requires firstly the understanding of the relation between the information flow and this microstructural anomaly. "Intraday pattern" is certainly an anomaly due to its particular micro-structural features. The presence of this issue has motivated the researchs on the sources of this anomaly. However the detailed explanation of this notion obliges us to place it in an enormous quantity of literature. But the majority of the literature derived from developed countries, particularly the United States and Canada. Since the 80s, there have been a review articles on microstructure that have tried to analyze the existing patterns in the stock market. Admati and Pfleider (1988) have developed the theoretical foundations of trading pattern on the financial market. The authors have taken advantage enormously from the intraday transaction data since the daily data do not permit to investigate the behavior of the intraday market. They have demonstrated that the profile U characterized the pattern of trading volume and return volatility. That means that trading volume and return volatility are higher at the beginning of trading day and in the end but they are weak during the day. Their results have confirmed the findings of Jain and Joh (1986) . Wood, Mc Inish and Ord (1985) have tested empirically the existence of a U-pattern using transactions data minute by minute. They argued that the return and return volatility are distinguished at the beginning and the end of the trading day by a U-shaped profile. On the basis of this result, theoretical approach of Admati and Pfleider (1988) consists in understanding the reasons why transactions tend to be concentrated more on specific periods of the day than during other periods, and especially to know why the patterns of volatility and trading volumes are identical.Microstructure literature was interested enormously in studying the behavior of different intraday micro-structural variables but the first academic researches have been commenced in a market driven price. This market is very specific since it is characterized by the presence of market makers. According to Madavan (1992) , this market represents a location where the investors may get the price quotations of market makers prior to submission their purchase orders and sales orders.
In this case, the market maker acts as an intermediary between buyers and sellers with prices determined before quantities. He is regarded as a liquidity supplier in the financial marketplace. Given these specificities related to the mechanisms used to accomplish the transactions and particularly recent availability of transactional data, quotations and orders issued in numerous markets around the world, Researchers on phenomena intraday stock market have exploited efficiently these conditions in order to confirm that U-pattern was the form most particular in the majority of markets in United states and other developed countries whether for return and volatility, liquidity and trading volume. But the results do not overlook another area that the pattern can take the form L-pattern, Y-pattern, or the opposite case of both forms as they depend largely of the characteristics of structural conditions in markets, mechanisms of transactions and the information flow.
For the markets of United States, the study of Wood, Mc Inich and Ord (1985) is considered the first study which was concentrated on the availability for this anomaly as the presence of seasonality in the stock market can contradict the market efficiency. They have shown that trading volume, return, return volatility and liquidity followed a U-pattern. All of these variables are high at the opening of the trading day but they become low during the trading day in order to increase at closing. More precisely the behavior of the market at the opening and the closing is different than within trading day in the NYSE. Indeed, their article examined empirically the nature of the generating process respecting the features of the transaction size, transaction frequency and transaction interval for the majority of actions in the NYSE. This research was enhanced by the analysis Pfleider and Admati (1988) . These authors have verified the same intraday pattern for the Exxon Company stock during the year 1981. They have based their study on a theoretical model respecting two complementary characteristics: the process of information and the number of uninformed investors. The patterns shown in trading volume and return are mainly due to the strategic interaction between insiders and investors need to liquidity. The microstructure analysis has verified the presence of other forms of seasonality other than U-pattern still in the American context. Amihud and Mendelson (1987) have tried to test the effect of information on the behavior of returns at various times of the transaction day for 30 stocks forming the Dow-Jones. They proved that the returns at the opening are more variable than those at the closing market. The same result was confirmed by Stoll and Whaley (1990) for the NYSE stocks. They have also shown a high return volatility at the opening of the NYSE. Within the same context, Cerety and Mulherin (1994) have examined the existence of transitional character of volatility during the transaction day. They looked that the returns are more volatile at the opening than at the closing day. For their part, Mc Inich and Wood (1992) have studied the behavior of Bid ask spread within the transaction day depending upon 4 very important factors: the trading activity, risk, information and competition. They found that the behavior of liquidity measure shaped profile follows the reversed J-pattern. Other researchers are also interested to test the presence of this micro-structural anomaly in the U.S. stock markets such as Harris (1986), Mc Inish and Wood (1990) , Foster and Viswanathan (1993) , Ho and Cheung (1991) . All these authors have supported the presence of a seasonal U-pattern of return volatility within the day. While other researchers have verified that the Bid-ask spread (Hashbrouck (1991a, b), and Mc Inich Wood (1992) , Foster and Viswanathan (1993) , Handa (1992) , trading volume (Jain and Joh (1988 ), Mc Inich and Wood (1989 .1990 ), the number of transaction (Mc Inich and Wood (1989) , Chan et al (1995) ) follow a U-pattern for the stocks of NYSE. Similarly, Chan, Christe and Schultz (1995) have shown that the bid-ask spread of the stocks comprising the NASDAQ index follows a J-pattern. In other words, it becomes weak during the trading day but it increases again during the closing minutes. This finding confirmed by Chung and Van Ness (2001) , the NASDAQ, before and after the reforms in 1997 that have affected the market. Chan et al (1993) have proved that the intraday bid-ask spread is higher immediately after the opening of market to decline enormously over the day and returns to his initial situation at the end of transactions. That same behavior has characterized the trading volume and return volatility.
Other interested authors are still looking for this anomaly in other developed equity markets. Such studies have benefited recently from the availability of the high-frequency data on these price-driven markets. In this context, Abhyanker et al (1997) contributed to enriching the existing literature by their study on the London Stock Exchange. They showed that the bid-ask spread, trading volume and return volatility are characterized by a seasonal pattern in the form U, but this behavior differs depending on the liquidity of the stocks. However, the main lesson retained from the study of the intraday pattern in the price driven market was clear because no many countries adopt that transactional structure within their markets.
The majority of countries around the world introduced another system for trading within their stock markets. This system is characterized by a negligence of the role played by market maker in favor of the investor. In this sense, Madavan (1992) defined an order-driven market like a system in which investors place their orders in order to be executed by the method of the auction. The flexibility of this organization is mainly due the functioning because it can operate under continuous trading and gives investors the opportunity to submit their purchasing or selling orders for immediate execution against orders on the existing order book with prices determined multilaterally. While a quotation in auction provides an opportunity for investors to submit their orders before the opening in the marketplace to run when the market is opened with a price determined unilaterally. In order to understand the role played by the order-driven market, we had to try to distinguish this market with the price-driven market. Indeed, the order-driven market became more and more used as a suitable field to understand the anomalies. According to Ahn, Bae and Chan (2001) , all the liquidity is supplied by the purchase orders and sales rders and not by the market maker. Without forgeting the role played by those orders as a source of volatility and transaction activity, researchers have exploited the situation enormously in order to show the seasonal pattern of each variable in this order-driven market.
In this framework, it is important to examine the informational content the order book by concentrating on the structural properties of the stock market. According to Noes and Skjeltorp (2006) , this book represents the heart of the order-driven market through its ability to provide useful information on the liquidity and trading activity. On the developed stock markets as the Paris Bourse, Biais et al (1995) have confirmed the dependence of the pattern with the information effect. For their part, Hamao and Hasbrouck (1995) have concentrated on the stock market in Tokyo (TSE). This market represented one among the largest market in the world given its structural characteristics. This has allowed Lehman and Modest (1994) to investigate the behavior of the bid ask spread the trading volume, transaction and other variables of transactions by confirming the presence of a U-pattern. For his part, Vo (2007) attempted to show the pattern characterizing the liquidity, trading volume and volatility in the stock market (TSE) in the context specified by a dependency between the information flow and the investors. The results shown confirmed the presence of this anomaly in this market as the trading volume and the bid ask spread follow a U-pattern while the depth follows an inverted U-pattern. Recently, several researchers have oriented their microstructure studies on emerging stock markets adopting the order-driven system seen the improvement Technologies in information dissemination. This approach supports the view of Handa et al (1998, p.48) who said: "differently to a price driven market, the provision of liquidity in an order-driven market has received special attention in relation the microstructure literature."Within this framework it is part of the study of Brockman and Chung (1999) on the stock market in Hong Kong. They made two tests: an intertemporal analysis that allows them to confirm the inverted U-shaped profile of depth. And a cross-sectional analysis that enables them to demonstrate that the depth depends essentially on the adverse selection problem similar to the bid-ask spread. But the inter-temporal analysis appeared as a significant dependence of the behavior of liquidity with other variables such as price level, trading volume and volatility in order to verify that the provision of liquidity is a competitive dimension that will help to identify the best structure of mechanism transaction. Brockman and Chung (1998) also verified that the profile characterizing the Bid ask spread on the Hong Kong stock market is a profile in U. In a context of microstructure marked by a strategic interaction between insiders and uninformed, Lee, Fok and Liu (2001) have exploited the recent availability of order book data from the stock market in Taiwan. They have tried to analyze the pattern of intraday information and liquidity. The results indicated that investors using an investment strategy generating a J-shaped profile for the volume of transaction. Ahn and Cheung (1999) have studied the evolution of the intraday Bid ask spread and depth on the Hong kong stock market They have confirmed the existence of the U-shaped profile of the Bid ask spread and an inverted U-shaped profile of the Bid ask spread.Research in this context also has motivated Ahn, Bae and Chan (2001) to investigate the role played by the order book in order to explain this anomaly on the Hong kong stock market They have focused their study on the empirical relationship between transitional volatility and orders flow depending on the investment strategies of orders by insiders and uninformed investors. The results shown seem to provide a clear explanation of how the placements of orders since investors want to place them at the opening and closing session of trading. By adopting J-pattern according to the pattern of trading volume, the phenomenon of the presence of regularity will be privileged because it also goes beyond the anomalies on the market efficiency but it also allows considering the micro-structural side of the market. This anomaly has been a famous importance that has also very interested Choe and Shin (1993) .These authors have tried to study the stock market in South Korea. They found that the indraday pattern of return of the KSP index (KOSPI) is a U-pattern either throughout the trading day or during the morning session. This anomaly is all the same examined in the context Filanda by Camerton-Forde et al (2007) . These authors have analyzed the intraday liquidity and trading activity, volatility and information. They found that the transactions of insiders and uninformed are concentrated at the opening and closing of the session transaction which confirms the presence of a U-pattern. In addition, the seasonal anomaly is more and more examined by other researchers on other emerging markets like Kalev and Pham (2009) who have exploited the availability of order book data and transactions in Australian market (ASX) for a period from October 2001 to January 2002. They have verified that the presence of intraday regularities is clearly higher for the stocks of small or medium sized companies compared to the actions of large companies. They verify the exitence of an inverted U-shaped pattern of intraday trading activities and showed that informed traders search to minimize their transaction costs by the selection an optimum day of the week in order to trade. Indeed, they also show that informed traders determine the trading strategies depending on the time of day.
"Intraday Pattern" in the Theory
Several theoretical studies have attempted to explain this micro-structural phenomenon whether for a price-driven market or order-driven markets. They provided several theoretical explanations in order to conclude that this anomaly depends essentially on the information.In the financial market; the objective of all investors is to maximize their utility based on trading strategies depending on their possession of the information. This dependence represented the main process generating the micro-structural anomaly. But the availability of high frequency data which has motivated the research in this context. However, this new situation constituted empirically an appropriate ground so that the different patterns appear since the study of Wood et al (1985) on the NYSE. In order to achieve an explanation of what is "intraday pattern," the researchers focused their efforts to address this question theoretically : Why is there this anomaly is she? It seems more interesting to talk deeply as several explanations that have been used to support our thinking.
The first theoretical explanation of Admati and Pfleider (1988) . They tried to answer three very important questions: Why were transactions concentrated in specific times of day compared to other times? Why are the returns more volatile in periods and less volatile in other periods? Why do the periods at high trading volume coincide with periods at high return volatility? In this context, they developed a theoretical model based on asymmetric information. This model essentially depends on the relationship between informed investors and investors need liquidity. They justified the presence of investor's liquidity in the market for strategic reasons in order to minimize the monopoly power of insiders since they seek to exploit their private information when uninformed investors make their transactions. Admati and Pfleider (1988) argued that the adoption of these behaviors on the part of insiders and investors need for liquidity can justify the behavior of intraday liquidity, trading volume, return volatility and return. Their theoretical model represented the first theoretical essay explaining the theory "Intraday pattern" in the financial market. Indeed, this theory has shown that all patterns are the result of strategic interaction between insiders and uninformed investors. In addition, their theoretical model is based primarily on investor liquidity needs and their actions in order to identify the different types of patterns. Investors seek the good times to make their transactions when market liquidity is high and transaction costs are down. This approach is also adopted by insiders who choose to do their transactions when the market is liquid. This strategic interaction between these two types of investors generates a situation of concentration of transactions at specific times during the trading session. This confirms the theoretical proposition that the trading of insiders at precise moments reflect the importance of private information. More precisely, the assertion that the increase in transaction costs depends on the occurrence of the problem of asymmetric information. This group of informed and uninformed investors at specific times of trading day contributes to the development of a theoretical explanation of different types of intraday pattern. These patterns depend mainly on high liquidity and low cost of information asymmetry.
Another theoretical explanation has been advanced by Brock and Kleiden (1992) on the reasons of the emergence of seasonality in trading day. They developed a model showing that the demand for transactions at the opening and closing of the market is high and less elastic than other times of trading day. They tried to answer a very important question: why are transactions bent on opening and closing of the market? They focused their analysis on the necessity to rebalance the portfolio of actions at the opening and closing of the trading session by investors.First, the accumulation of information is made the night after market closure, ie during periods of non-transaction, generating a deviation from the optimal position. This situation obliges investors to increase their transaction at the opening of the market order to arrive at the optimum position and reach equilibrium of their portfolio. Second, before moving to the non-transaction period, the optimal position at the end is different from the optimal position during the trading day, forcing investors to increase their transaction at the end to achieve an optimal position. Their model shows that the grouping of transactions at the opening and closing for the goal in order to rebalance the portfolio that can lead to U-shaped profile. Kleiden Brock (1992) showed that the occurrence of seasonality in session is caused by the monopoly power of market makers and especially their willingness to have an optimal position at the close of the trading day before receiving information during the transaction and also to the inelastic demand of investors. They developed a model showing that market makers have filled their monopoly and exploit the inelastic demand of investors for making transactions at the opening and closing by increasing the bid ask spread.The main result of Brock and Kleiden (1992) was that seasonality depends mainly on the investor needs to rebalance their optimal positions. However, it should be noted that these authors have inspired their explanation the following lessons: First, the trading volume follows a U-pattern throughout the trading day.Second, the trading volume and liquidity are positively correlated due to the relentless demand for liquidity at the opening and closing of the market. In addition, the bid ask spread follows a U-pattern similarly to the trading volume. Third, the volatility is not correlated with trading volume and liquidity because the information flow is constant and does not follow "intraday pattern». Indeed, with the arrival of new information during the period of non-transaction, the portfolio that is optimal during the closure of the preceding trading day will be suboptimal when the new session will begin. Therefore trading activity increases immediately after the opening since investors can attempt to rebalance their portfolios.
Description of the Market, the Dataset, Definition of Variables

Presentation of BVMT
The Tunisian Stock Exchange is a private organization whose the shareholders are the stock market intermediaries. It is the enterprise that manages the stock market. Its operation is subject to control by the council of Financial Markets (CMF). The BVMT is a centralized market and governed by the orders because the investment can be achieved only through the brokers. Trading of shares takes place through quotation system developed by the Euronext group. Purchase orders and sales orders introduced in this system will be confronted depending on the degree of liquidity in two ways: The less liquid stocks are quoted according to the auction mode. The most liquid stocks are quoted according to the continuous mode. , the Tunisian Stock Exchange launched the new version of the electronic trading system V900 developed by Atos Euronext. All these reforms have focused on the development of the Tunisian Stock Exchange to enhance the stock market, to increase the trading activity and to restore the investor confidence that will be reflected by the liquidity evolution. The trading day in the Tunisian stock market pre-opens from 9 am to 10 am. During this period, the purchase orders and sales orders are entered without giving effect to the transactions. As soon as the market is open, the system determines an opening price that will be used only to transactions by the opening auction at 10 am. After opening and during the continuous session that lasts from 10 am to 2 pm, the introduction of an order in the system can generate an instantaneous transaction when there is an opposite order.
Data
In this study, we analyze the intraday behavior of trading activity, volatility and liquidity of stocks in the Tunisian stock market. Our sample includes 38 shares that have a continuous trading for a period of 9 months spanning the beginning of October 2008 to the end of June 2009. It consists of a database composed of two intraday files: a trading file and quotation file. The transaction file contains intraday transaction prices and quantities next to the code of each stock on the transaction system, the date and transaction time. The second file represents the set of limit orders purchases and sales next to the code of each purchase order and sale order, the date and time entry of the order, the ASK price, the BID price entered by the intermediary stock exchange and the quantity appropriate for each ASK price and BID price. However, it should be noted that the constraints have made our task difficult in order to constitute our final database: at this level, we must mention the narrowness of the Tunisian secondary market and especially the problem of illiquidity of certain listed securities.The choice of this period in our study is justified by the recovery of Tunindex index in the first half of 2009, of its performance compared to the final quarter of 2008. It was able to achieve its level of September 2008 at the end of April 2009. To attain the final list of our study, we conducted several stages of filtering Initially, the list contains 50 stocks However, we exclude 12 shares listed on fixing since at this level, the law of supply and demand is not involved in this quotation type. Table 1 contains the final list of securities in our study. It provides the code and identification name of the 38 shares quoted continuously in the Tunisian stock market as well as the sectors they belong to. In addition, we determined the descriptive statistics of our sample. The details of this descriptive analysis are presented in Table 2 .To conduct our research, this table shows that the daily average of trading volume per session during our retained period is about 34 transactions. The average number of transactions traded per day is 17,506. In addition, it is clear that the number of sale orders exceeds the number of purchase orders. The total amount of transactions performed during the period of study was 121 399 567. The total maximum quantity negotiated is 20163175 (Attijari Bank) while the total minimum quantity negotiated is 119,409 (BTE-ADP).
The Determination of Variables
4.3.1
The return : Generally, we begin our analysis by the calculation of Stock return. From the transaction file, we are applying the following formula on the series of transaction prices of 38 securities traded continuously in order to measure geometrically the rate of return. The geometric rate of return is used in our study because several previous studies have adopted it.This authorizes us to compare our results with those from other studies.
R 100 * Ln P Ln P
with: R : Represents the return on stock i in interval t, P : Represents the closing price of stock i in interval t. P : Represents the closing price of stock i in interval t-1 4.3.2 The trading volume: Likewise to the return, the trading volume indicates the number of shares traded on each interval. We can measure it by this formula. The reason for using the natural logarithm is to normalize this variable so as not to fall into fallacious estimates.
With: V : Represents the trading volume of stock i in interval t. NAE : NAB: Represents the number of shares traded for stock i in interval t.
4.3.3 The return volatility: To proxy return volatility, the squared values of intraday stock returns are used. Brailsford (1996) employed the squared as volatility proxies for the Australian stock market.
4.3.4 The quoted spread: The difference between the best of limited price for sale and the best of limited price of purchase represents the quoted spread.
with:
QSPR : The quoted spread in the interval t. P : The best limit price to buy (BID) of the interval t.P : The best limit price to sell (ASK) of the interval t.
4.3.5 The Depth: The depth indicates the quantity available for the purchase and sale, for each price level at a given instant.
With : DEP : Depth in the interval t. Q : The quantity available at the purchase price in the interval t. Q : The quantity available at the selling price in the interval t. Once all the series of all variables are determined, we need to construct a cross-sectional database. To do this, Abhyanker et al (1997) have presented an empirical methodology to achieve this aim. For each time interval t (t = 1 ... .24). We compute the weighted average for all shares i (i = 1...38) through all the trading sessions j (j = 1 ...184). The study of the seasonal anomaly in the Tunisian stock market will be investigated as soon as the cross-sectional database is created.
Methodology and Empirical Results
Our study is inspired of the Vo (2007) study on the Toronto stock market. At this level, the availability of high-frequency data on the Tunisian stock market especially after the implementation of the Financial Security Law in 2005 motivated us to use this data to analyze profoundly the seasonal liquidity, volatility and trading activity and especially to study the different correlations between the micro structural aggregates. However, before we implement our methodology, we, first, try to identify the variables necessary to respond to our research questions. The achievement of the importance of intraday analysis of the seasonal anomaly requires the division of trading day in equal intervals of time. The application of this empirical approach of our sample allows us to divide the trading day from 10 am to 2 pm over 24 intervals and retain a sampling interval of 10 minutes each. Indeed, the analysis of seasonality requires, first of all, the determination and definition of variables in our study.
Testable Hypothesis
In this section, we investigate the intraday behavior of trading activity, volatility and liquidity.
To do this, we analyze graphically all variables in order to finalize with the estimation of models. Table 3 refers to the standardized average values for all variables of 38 securities for each time interval during the trading day. To accomplish our detailed analysis of the regularities in the Tunisian stock market, we needed to formulate the following hypotheses. The market efficiency hypothesis considers that the stock prices include all the information available on the market. Indeed, this hypothesis supports the idea that the variables of liquidity and transactions are constant throughout the trading day. So our approach is based on the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: The evolution of variables of trading activity, return volatility and liquidity are constant during the trading day.
Hypothesis 2: The evolution of variables of trading activity, return volatility and liquidity are not constant during the trading day. At this level, we will attempt to test these hypotheses on the Tunisian stock market in order to analyze the evolution of different variables. It would certainly be interesting to follow an empirical process based upon two paths.
The Graphical Analysis of Intraday Behavior of the Trading Activity, Return Volatility and Liquidity
It is therefore appropriate to start with a graphical analysis that is important for viewing the behavior of different variables in the Tunisian stock market. Table 3 presents the cross-sectional average of standardized return, standardized trading volume, Standardized return volatility, standardized quoted spread and standardized depth for each interval of 10 minutes of the trading day. The following figures show the evolution of liquidity and trading activity over time in the Tunisian stock market.
From the visualization of different figures, we can observe that the figure 1 displays the intraday movements of return during the trading day. It reveals that the intraday behavior of return follows almost the U-Pattern. During the first minutes of trading, the return attained a high level that is equal to 2,049. This return decreases and varies between -1 and 1 throughout the trading day. At the end of quotation, it achieved a peak that reaches 3,451. Hence, the confirmation of our second hypothesis. Certainly, we can say that this result coincides with the results shown on the order-driven market (Bildik (2001)).Second, the trading volume is globally variable in the day. Figure 2 also highlights that the configuration of intraday trading volume is in U and more precisely in W. We notice, however, a high trading volume over the first ten minutes of the session quotation as well as a strong increase at the close of the day. However we find in the middle of the day that the trading volume comes to decrease after the first interval in order to increase again until reaching the value 1 at 11:30 am. This persistence of the growth of the trading volume has been interrupted and has declined again. Third, figure 3 shows clearly that the intraday behavior of return volatility follows the shape U. We observe that high return volatility exists at the beginning of the session quotation. However this volatility has declined rapidly and continues to decrease throughout the day in order to pick up again in the last ten minutes. The latter result is consistent with the results of Ahn, Bae and Chan (2001) .In addition, the figure 4 shows that the quoted spread also follows the U-shaped profile. We notice that the spread is high at the beginning of the market followed by a reduction during the two following intervals. During the trading day, the liquidity has decreased again except a slight reduction at the level of interval 15 to regain on the rise to the market close. This finding of U-shaped profile coincides with the results of Chung et al (1999) on the NYSE and those of Vo (2007) on the TSE. Finally, the visualization of the figure 5 provides information on the intraday behavior of depth. This figure also supports the U-shaped profile. But this profile is different compared to the profile of the quoted spread. The depth was high at the beginning of the session, and then decreases throughout the trading day and it is growing during the last half hour before the closure of negotiations. This showed U-shape in the Tunisian stock market is consistent with the proven results on the NYSE by Lee, Mucklow, and Ready (1993) and on the Paris stock exchange by Biais et al (1995) and the SEH justified by Ahn et al (2001) .
However, the question asked here is to know whether our proposed hypotheses in accordance with the theory of efficiency have been confirmed or not. In the first stage, the evolutions profiles show that the Tunisian stock market is liquid at the beginning of quotation, since we find that the spread and the depth at the best limit are very high during the first 10 minutes in order to decrease during the next 20 minutes. While during the trading day, the Tunisian stock market is illiquid since the price dimension of liquidity (quoted spread) increased while the quantity dimension (the depth at the best limit) is down. But the observation of the profiles confirms the finding of a upward trend of market liquidity during the last 30 minutes of quotations. It is clear that the spread and depth at the best limit are very high at the end of quotations. This change in liquidity at the Tunisian stock market tends to confirm the presence of anomaly of seasonality.
In a next phase, we observe an intraday evolution very similar of trading activity with that of liquidity. A possible interpretation, consistent with the results obtained here would be that the hypothesis 2 presented above was accepted either for liquidity variables or trading activity variables. These results coincide with the results shown by several empirical studies such as studies of Jain and Joh (1988) , Foster and Viswanathan (1993) , Jang and Lee (1993) on the NYSE and Chan, Christie and Schultz (1995) on the NASDAQ. For this, the question that arises at this level, why do these patterns exist ? It is necessary to submit briefly the explanations justifying the presence of this seasonality in liquidity and trading activity in the Tunisian stock market. We will build our analysis on two theoretical foundations: the adverse selection theory and inventory theory. Initially, the simultaneous analysis of the spread and depth will doubtlessly allow us to have a better comprehensive view on the supply of liquidity in the order book. However, the primary objective of investors is to position itself in an optimal way on the market and rebalance their portfolios by increasing the spread and decreasing the depth in order to cope with the risk of adverse selection.
However, our results showed that the spread and the depth have the same behavior at the opening and closing trading. In other words, there is an improving liquidity during the first minutes and last-minute of quotation. At the opening, the improving liquidity can be attributed to the intense competition between the agents of limit orders that place orders rapidly such that they are executed in order to search the profitable opportunities although the risk of detention of private information by informed investors is very important. Furthermore, this result does not agree with the hypothesis of asymmetric information that requires an illiquid market at the opening. Whereas at closing we observe an increase of two dimensions of liquidity. This change in the degree of liquidity at the closing might be explained by the need for investors to have an optimal inventory position, and especially to execute them by the price closing .But as from 10:30 a.m. we notice a deterioration in liquidity as investors become more conservative due to the increasing the risk of adverse selection. This prudence is reflected in a higher spread and low depth This transaction strategy adopted by the underwriters to limit orders appears very different to that adopted in other markets.
In a second step, we are proposing to analyze and explain the dynamics of intraday trading activity. The results have shown that the Tunisian stock market is characterized by a concentration of trading volume at the opening and closing of the trading session. While inside the trading day, trading volume has remarkably declined. This U-shaped profile, according to Lee, Fok and Liu (2001) , represents a global phenomenon, since several studies have revealed the presence of such intraday behavior as the works of Wood, McInish and Ord (1985) , McInish and Wood (1990a) , McInish and Wood (1992) and Lockwood and Linn (1990) respectively on the NYSE and the TSE. And the works of Chow, Lee, Liu (1994) and Liu (1994), Ho and Cheung (1991) , as well as Ho Cheung and Cheung (1993) respectively on Taiwan stock market and SEHK. Jain and Joh (1988) have justified the high level of trading activity precisely at the opening by the willingness of investors to exploit the collected information the eve and before the opening of the market in order to achieve their transactions. Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) suggest that uninformed investors react together to make transactions to limit the informational advantage of insiders. For their part, informed investors attempt to exploit their private information and make transactions at the opening before this information becomes public. Brock and Kleidon (1992) provide an important explanation for this anomaly. They show that investors exploit the advent of new information and make transactions at the opening and closing of the market for the objective of rebalancing their portfolios. Next to the profile of trading activity, the U-profiles of return and return volatility may be allocated to the increased important accumulation of information the eve and before the opening of the Tunisian stock market. These results imply that the collected information (public or private) will be immediately and implicitly incorporated into stock prices since the market opening. Our results coincided with the results of Wood et al (1985) , Harris (1986) , Jain and Joh (1988) on the NYSE, Copeland and Jones (2002) on the Korean market. But it must be mentioned that the attribution of high levels of return and return volatility at the opening and closing quotation in the Tunisian stock market, is only due to the information flow, is insufficient. Since the previous literature has shown the existence of a very important factor generating this anomaly. Amihud and Mendelson (1987), Stoll Whaley (1990) have highlighted the importance of trading in fixing on the return and volatility. They have shown that the return and the volatility calculated on the basis of price fixing are high during the first minutes and the last minutes of trading.
The Empirical Analysis of the Regularities of Intraday Trading Activity, Volatility and Liquidity
The graphical analysis has shown the presence of the anomaly of seasonality in the Tunisian stock market. It therefore seemed interesting to adopt and to estimate the same methodological approach of Vo (2007) Where, SDR ; SDV ; SDR ; SDSPR ; SDDepth represent standardized variables of return, volatility, trading volume , spread and depth in the interval generating t. n is the number of intervals in the trading day with n ranging from 1 to 24. D are dummies variables equal to 1 if the observation t occurs in the interval k, 0 else. In addition, our sample is over 30. Above all, we estimate different equations for each stock market using the OLS estimation method. Thus, we exploit the t-statistics that is consistent against heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation in order to justify the significance of estimated parameters.
The estimation results are reported in Table 4 . We are finding that the return is high at the beginning of the market since α is statistically significant and positive and very superior to the other successive coefficients. But this decreasing trend throughout the day did not last long in order to achieve its high level at the closing of market. This result is translated by an increase of coefficient values during the last thirty minutes (α > α >α ). Statistical significance and the positivity of these coefficients absolutely confirm the result that the return reaches its higher level at the end of the trading day. It is no surprise from the above that our results maintain the results generated by graphical analysis. In addition, we use the unconditional correlation as a measure of the degree of liaison between all the variables in our study. The observation of the unconditional correlation matrix confirms the presence of a very high positive correlation between the return with other variables (the trading volume (0,99 and 0,98), the return volatility (0,95 and 0,99), the spread (0,80 and 0,99) and the depth (0,64 and 0,97)) respectively during the first three intervals and the last day of trading. For the trading volume we notice that it reaches a high level at the beginning and closing of the market since the results have shown that coefficients α and α are statistically significant and positive and superior to other dummy coefficients estimated in the model (9). This also confirms the result shown by the graph of the trading volume profile. Similarly to the trading volume, we also observe that the return volatility is significantly high in the first and last minutes of the trading session. This is reflected by the significance and positive coefficients α and α and more specifically their superiority compared with other coefficients.
According to the above, we can mention that there is a positive relationship between trading volume and return volatility during the first minutes and the last minutes of trading day. This finding corresponds to the theoretical www.ccsenet.org/ijef proposition of Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) that periods of high trading volume tend to be periods of high return volatility. According to Easley and O'Hara (1992) , we can also explain this situation by the fact that a high trading volume represents an indication of the arrival of insiders on the market. This will increase the risk of transactions with investors and especially the probability of achieving losses and therefore the opportunity to observe high levels of the return volatility during these periods. The analysis is thus clearer regarding the interpretation of the correlation matrix. Indeed, the results have shown the unconditional positive correlation between trading volume and return volatility (0, 96 and 0, 99) respectively for the first and last three intervals during the trading session.
For the dimensions of liquidity, the regression results have shown that the spread is characterized by a high level at the opening and closing of the market compared to the inside of the trading day. The values of estimated coefficients confirm our results of a U-shape since we have observed that the coefficient α is statistically insignificant and negative but higher than the coefficients α and α that are significant. Similarly, the coefficient α is significant and positive. It attained a high level compared to the coefficients α and α . To understand this phenomenon, we can deduce the existence of a direct relationship between the return volatility and the spread for the opening and closing of the market. Foucault (1999) justified this nature of relationship with the demonstration that when the market is volatile, the probability to encounter insiders increases, which will increase the losses of the uninformed investors. To resolve this problem, they try to place limit orders to buy at low prices and limit orders to sell at high prices. This investment strategy generates a higher spread. For depth, we have found that the coefficient α is significant and positive. This means that this quantity dimension of liquidity is extremely high during the first minutes of trading. But this increasing trend does not long remain in order to decrease during the trading day (α α >α α >α α >α α >α α >α α >α α >α >α α ). Yet during the last minutes of trading, we noticed that liquidity is characterized by a remarkable increase. This behavior is reflected by the significance and negativity and especially the superiority of α compared to α and α . The most surprising from the above is that although the high level of volatility at the opening and closing of the market, liquidity seekers do not hesitate to increase their spread but in return they retain high levels of the depth at the best limit. Similarly to the trading volume, we also notice, from the unconditional correlation matrix, that there is a positive correlation of the return volatility with the spread (0.94 and 0.99) and depth at the best limit (0.83 and 0.98) respectively during the first three and last intervals of the transaction day. This result does not coincide with the explanation of Foucault (1999) that the strategic behavior of the Agents of limit orders for these active periods is the increase of the spread and reducing of the depth at the best limit in order to protect against the risks mentioned above. The justification that we can offer is that the need for liquidity and rebalanceing the optimal portfolio requires such applicant's liquidity to adopt this strategy. We apply reconciliation between intraday behavior of the depth and trading volume. Our results have shown the existence of high level of depth accompanied by a high level of trading volume. This result was confirmed by the presence of a very high positive correlation between trading volume and the two dimensions of liquidity (the spread (0.82 and 0.98) and depth at the best limit (0.66 and 0.99)) for the first and last half hour of the trading day. We think that this result is different from that shown by Lee et al. (1993) , Ye (1995) and Kavajecz (1999) . They have proven that during these trading periods, the trading volume is characterized by a high concentration when the depth reaches a low level. Indeed, this explanation implies more than the strategic actions of the applicants of liquidity represent the main source to have this type of relationship. In addition, the high level of spread and depth at the beginning and the end of the session shows that investors do not take into consideration the risk of non-execution of their orders whose objective is to have very advantageous position in the market in order face competition with other suppliers of liquidity. Therefore, the extension of two dimensions of liquidity is verified by the existence of positive unconditional correlation between spread and depth at the best limit.
The Spectral Analysis of the Behavior of Intraday Trading Activity, Return Volatility and Liquidity
After having applied the graphical and empirical analysis, the next step consists of applying the spectrum analysis. The Fourier series development is founded on the principle that every periodic function of time x(t) can be decomposed into an infinite sum of sines and cosines of which frequencies start at zero and increase in integer multiples of a basic frequency f = 1/T, where T is the period of x(t). To account for time series, we decompose the process x(t)in periodic components by adopting the criteria of frequencies. In fact the Fourier transformation is one of the methods frequently used in spectral analysis. The Fourier transformation has already been considered as a particular mathematical case of Laplace transformation. This method can automatically detect the seasonality and more specifically to analyze the frequency of the process x(t). In other words, the Fourier transform can be used to diagnose the periodic structures in time series data. It transforms an original function which is often a periodic function into another, which is called the frequency domain representing the original function. According to the Fourier theorem, any time series can be formulated as the sum of sines and cosines of different frequencies and magnitudes. The Fourier transform allows decomposing a series t X (t=1….n). We can write the Fourier development as follows:
By knowing the basic frequency and the function x (t), the achievement of a Fourier transform consists in determining all values α k and b k that make up the series. The Fourier transform adopts another form that can be represented by the following function:
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The inverse Fourier transformation is as follows:
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We had necessary to use Matlab in order to apply the spectrum analysis of the various series. However, the spectrum analysis has allowed us to appreciate the existence of seasonality and especially to take part in the determination of the appropriate pattern for all variables mentioned above. The application of Fourier transform (FFT) confirms our results proven above. To illustrate this point, we figure the results of the application of spectrum analysis on all variables by graphics with the abscissa and the ordinate respectively the frequency and the magnitude. These specters show clearly the existence of seasonality that is manifested by significant spectral peaks in seasonal frequencies at the opening and closing trading days reflecting a seasonal effect which characterizes all variables of liquidity, volatility and trading activity.
This type of frequential analysis is generally used to prove that a signal has the dominant frequencies: when we represent the spectra, we see that there were some significant peaks, indicating that the signal possesses a certain periodicity in the corresponding frequencies. Figure 6 illustrates the spectrum of the series standardized return. We find that there exists a significant peak at the opening trading day with a magnitude of 5.771 and a frequency of 0.001667 KHz and another significant peak at the end of the day with magnitude of 5.771 but frequency of 0.05167 kHz. Indeed, the series of return analyzed and presented two remarkable periodicities when frequencies present a remarkable peak. Similarly, the results illustrated in Figure 7 for the spectrum of standardized trading volume, showed that there were some large fluctuations at the start of trading session with a magnitude of 15,06 and a frequency of 0,001667 KHz and also at the end of trading for a magnitude of 15,06 but the frequency of 0,5167 KHz. The analysis of the frequential evolution of standardized return volatility illustrated in figure 8 , indicates that the presented series is characterized by a considerable variability since there is a significant peak at the beginning of the trading session with a magnitude of 17, 57 and a frequency of 0,001667 KHz and another significant peak at the end of the day with a magnitude 17, 57 and frequency of 0, 5167 KHz.
Regarding the dimensions of liquidity, Figure 9 illustrates the spectrum of the standardized quoted spread. We also found that there is a great variability justified by significant peak at the opening of trading day with magnitude 18, 86 and frequency of 0,001667 KHz and another significant peak at the close of the day with magnitude but a frequencyof 0, 05167 KHz. For the other dimension of liquidity, it is clear from Figure 10 , that the spectrum analysis of the depth confirms the existence of significant peak at the opening with a magnitude 31,24 and a frequency of 0,5167 KHz and another significant peak at the close with a magnitude 31,24 and frequency of 0,5167 KHz.
Finally, our showed results in this study are important in both theoretical and applied implications. On the theoretical level, our study agreed with the theory of microstructure and more precisely with the theoretical explanation of the presence of an anomaly in the financial market by asymmetric information. On the applied level, our results can build an appropriate analysis to investors to be able to implement their strategies of speculation. More precisely, speculation is characterized by taking a risky position on a placement to invest on the future evolution of stock in order to accomplish capital gains. Indeed, investors, through their knowledge of the seasonal pattern characterizing trading activity, return volatility and liquidity, may react and achieve transactions for the adequate moments they want.
Conclusion
We have attempted in this paper to clarify the intraday behavior of liquidity, volatility and trading activity in financial markets. The existence of seasonality characterized this behavior which will contradict the hypothesis of market efficiency. The previous literature has shown the existence of this micro-structural anomaly since the study of Wood, Mc Inish and Ord (1985) . The majority of these studies showed that the trading volume, return volatility and liquidity profile follow the U-shaped. All these variables are at the highest level at the opening of trading, they decline rapidly to lower levels lower in the middle and then they increase again during the final minutes of trading. We have tried to verify the existence of seasonality in trading activity, volatility and liquidity, and especially to show the reasons for this anomaly in the Tunisian stock market: a market governed by the orders. To achieve this goal, we have used a sample of high-frequency data for a period which runs from October 2008 until June 2009. We have applied two methods: the temporal analysis is to estimate a dichotomic model for each variable by following the methodological approach of Vo (2007) and the second method is to apply the spectrum analysis by using the Fourier Transform fast (FFT). The results have shown that all identified variables are characterized by a notable seasonality justified the rejection of the hypothesis of constancy (H0). Both methods have shown the existence a seasonal pattern in U. The reason considered to justify this intraday behavior is the crucial role played by the problem of adverse selection especially between the two dimensions of liquidity: the spread and the depth at the best limit. We should also note that the effect of inventory management on the optimal allocation of the portfolio. 
